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As markets become more volatile, robustness and reliability have 
become the top concern for trading firms when evaluating trading 
software, says Steve Thomas, managing director of Stellar Trading 
Systems. 

Increased�market�volatility�over�the�past�six�months�has�created�significant�
opportunities�for�trading�firms.�However,�increases�in�the�complexity�of�
exchange and trading technology, combined with record high transaction 
volumes, has tested trading infrastructure like never before.

For Stellar’s founder and managing director, Steve Thomas, an industry 
veteran�with�over�25�years’�experience�in�front�office�technology,�this�has�
resulted in an acceleration of a trend towards a greater focus on reliability 
among the company’s trading clients. 

“We spent many years focusing our marketing efforts on performance 
but over the past twelve months reliability has become the main consider-
ation,” he says. 

“Everyone wants to know they have the lowest latency systems, and our 
investments in this area haven’t diminished, but in today’s market, robust-
ness and reliability are the top requirements.” 

Buy vs build
Stellar�was�founded�in�2003�to�provide�greater�competition�in�the�market�
for institutional, enterprise-level trading software. Since its launch, the 
balance of the build vs buy debate has shifted strongly as the complexity of 
market structure has grown alongside increased regulation. 

More complex exchange technology has resulted in more regular 
updates,�increasing�the�burden�on�firms�that�manage�their�own�trading�
platform. This has been further compounded by the need to satisfy the 
latest regulatory, security, and BCP requirements.
“I�have�always�believed�that�trading�firms�should�direct�their�investment�

in technology and software towards areas that generate P&L – and not be 
led by the temptation to try and save costs by rebuilding what is already 
out there,” says Thomas. 

“Our job is to commoditise as many of the fundamental building blocks of 
trading systems that we can. Customers can then leverage this and focus 
their efforts building their own algos and other proprietary revenue gener-
ating tools. 

“Building an in-house OMS or exchange gateway without the proper 
architecture, basing the design and development on a single pool of 
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end-users without the scale and considerations of multiple customers is 
unlikely to deliver a well-rounded product.”

Thomas says that the provision of supply to the market has also had 
an impact. “The buy vs build balance has shifted as the ISV industry has 
matured and consolidated, with the result that Stellar can now satisfy a 
huge range of requirements which may previously have been regarded as 
specialist and requiring a build-not-buy,” he says.  

APIs and globalisation 
Thomas says Stellar was built as an open platform from the outset, which 
has�positioned�the�firm�well�as�trading�groups�increasingly�look�to�custom-
ise third-party technology. 

“Rather than seeing the API as a bolt-on product to sell, we built it at the 
very heart of the architecture, meaning our own engineers are required to 
use it to access all system functionality themselves,” he says. 
“We’re�an�engineering�firm.�We�built�a�very�strong�trading�technology�

stack, including advanced OMS, global network and exchange connectiv-
ity, price delivery and risk management systems that people trust. Clients 
can leverage these robust components from us, along with a wide variety 
of specialist algos and automation, and build their own additions using the 
API.”

Another long-term trend among the trading community has been the 
increased�globalisation�of�operations.�In�recent�years�this�has�been�defined�
by�strong�growth�across�Asia.�Over�the�past�five�years,�Stellar�has�added�
APAC and emerging markets connectivity to further the platform’s global 
coverage. 
“With�consolidation�in�the�vendor�space�we�identified�the�lack�of�choice�

to the professional community and invested in B3, the primary Indian 
markets BSE, NSE and MCX, Chinese markets, as well as the established 
APAC markets such as JPX, SGX, HKFE, Taifex and others,” Thomas says. 

Customer Focus
From�the�outset,�the�customer�has�been�at�the�heart�of�what�the�firm�does,�
says Thomas, but always with an uncompromising commitment to the 
underlying engineering that characterises Stellar.

 “Customers have fantastic ideas; they know what problem they are 
trying to solve, but each and every customer is unique and expresses 
things differently. Finding clarity in this is what makes the difference, and 
we draw on our unrivalled years of experience to do this,” he says.
This�focus�on�the�customer�was�reflected�in�Acuiti’s�Front�Office�

Software Review, an independent analysis of customer satisfaction across 
the global derivatives market that found very high satisfaction levels for the 
firm’s�customer�service.

Thomas is also proud of Stellar’s history of innovation, where he says the 
firm�has�always�been�a�pioneer�of�new�technology�and�functionality.�
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From being the earliest adopter of Linux and distributed server-side 
architecture to the development of the Stellar ASP and cloud deployment, 
as�well�as�the�first�to�build�specialised�functionality�such�as�Internalisa-
tion, Quantum Server, MarketMaker, NewsTrader and InsideMarket, the 
company has a long track record of innovation. 
He�adds�that�education�and�training�is�also�a�key�focus�for�the�firm�both�

within�trading�firms�and�the�educational�community,�which�Stellar�has�
supported with its Stellar Classroom module. 

Consolidation 
The�market�for�vendors�has�consolidated�significantly�since�the�early�days�
of Stellar when there were tens of vendors in the market. M&A, together 
with attrition, has driven the consolidation of supply while customer pref-
erences to manage fewer systems has consolidated demand. 

“By being reliable and scalable, that consolidation happened in our 
favour,” says Thomas.  “In a complex, mission-critical trading environment 
there�is�an�understandably�high�level�of�inertia,�but�all�firms�will�ultimately�
coalesce to the strongest solution available. We intend to be that solution.

“We are still learning, building, and innovating. We haven’t paused once 
in�the�17�years�since�Stellar�entered�the�market,�and�this�has�resulted�in�
continued growth in market share and a reputation for the quality of our 
systems. 
“We�are�focused�on�our�core�mission:�to�be�the�leading�front�office�

vendor to the professional and institutional trading community. We under-
stand professional traders, we understand enterprise technology, and it’s 
this combination that has positioned Stellar so well in the market today.”

“We’re proud of our achievements and are driven to build upon this 
success spearheaded by further innovation.”  
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